How can CSSJ assist faculty teaching CBL courses?

Striving to be aware of current organizational needs, Campus Ministries’ Center for Service and Social Justice can be creative in linking your community-based learning course to a community need.

- **Coordination of Service sites**
  A List of Community Resources is available on our website.

- **Presentations to Classes**
  A member of our staff or a trained work-study student can present in classes about current service opportunities. The professional staff could present on various topics including social justice, systemic causes, the demographics of the Scranton area, etc.

- **Reflection resources**
  Our office can provide you with various avenues of reflection – articles, discussion questions, etc. We can also come to classes to lead reflection with you.

- **Clearances and Transportation**
  - Clearances can be handled through our office. Some agencies require State Police, Child Abuse and/or Fingerprinting.
  - Transportation information is also on our website.

- **Student Preparation**
  We can assist you with preparing your students for a service site. There are some areas that need to be addressed before students arrive at a site.

- **Course Integration in Collaboration with the Community-Based Learning office**
  We can help you design an experience that compliments your syllabus and fully integrates community-based learning into your class.
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